Should we be afraid of rats?

“Right now in the spring, one may
notice rat poison in basements.”

A rodent may attack if it is trapped and
cannot escape, or after poisoning. After
eating poison, it may have fallen uncon“The law passed by the city council
scious and it can appear dead, and when
requires the property owners to perform touched it may reflexively bite. The best
deratization twice a year, in the spring option is to allow it to run away, as that is its
and fall. MSM has always abided by this main defense mechanism. It is also worth
law. But we have to remember that such knowing that if a rat’s head is hidden, it
actions are not the solution to the
believes its whole body is too and that we
rodent problem. They only show the
cannot see it.
scale of problem, as observed by the
poison being eaten day after day.”
“Do rats really spread diseases?”
“If it turns out that the rodent
problem is quite large, can they be
exterminated once for all?”
Interview with Jan Stromidło, the
owner of the extermination company
providing service to the Młodzieżowa
Spółdzielnia Mieszkaniowa (MSM), a
housing association in Toruń.
“How can we tell that our apartment
building has been infested by rats?”
“MSM is in charge of buildings form
several periods. The older the building,
the easier it is for rats to enter. Old
sewage systems are weakened and not
difficult to damage. If you see the floor
caving in or develop cracks, it is most
likely due to rat activity. They actually
build their own apartments under our
floors. They remove the soil and push it
into the pipes, clogging the sewage
system. They prefer dry, quiet spots.
That is how we coexist: us above, them
below.”

“With the level of personal hygiene
nowadays, we are mostly safe. Actually the
more common carriers of diseases are
mosquitos. There is little chance for us to be
“My company is equipped with the best hurt, as a direct contact is nearly impossitools in the country. We have a
ble.”
specialized camera we use to check the
places where the rodents live. We also “Could you elaborate on how we
have ways to check the rats’ point of
ourselves invite rats to settle near us?”
entry into the sewage system. Our
specialized equipment allows us to clear “Usually people do not keep the remains of
out and check the sewage system after food in their basements. However, they
cleaning. Extermination of rodents is
often have other materials that can be
doable, but it is a very difficult and time chewed on by rodents. Rats’ teeth continue
consuming process, in some cases,
to grow throughout its lifetime, so they
taking months to complete.”
need to abrade them constantly. But that is
not the main issue. The biggest problem is
“How should a person act when they when food is tossed outdoors, for example
come face to face with a rat? Run?
bread for birds, tossed out of balconies,
Scare it away?”
straight onto the lawn. Rats come out in the
evenings in search of that food.”
“The most important thing is to remain
calm. Do not panic or run. A rat will
normally run away on its own, they are
easily startled by nature. They have a
world of their own and do not like larger
opponents.

